THE 6th KAS–CSIS GERMANY–INDONESIA STRATEGIC DIALOGUE

“Aligning Aspirations and Expectations: the Future of G7–G20 Relations”

Save the Date

28 – 29 November 2022 | 09.00 GMT+7

Session 1
Aligning Aspirations between the G7 and the G20

Session 2
G7 and G20’s Solutions to Global Agenda (Economic, Financial, Health, and Beyond)

Session 3
Aligning Expectations: G20’s Role and Challenges in Navigating the Impact of Geopolitical and Geoeconomic Developments

Session 4
Raison D’etre: The Future of G7, G20, and the Rules-Based Multilateral Order

More details will be shared in due time on CSIS and KAS social media

@csisindonesia KASIndonesia
@csisindonesia
CSIS Indonesia kas.indonesia

https://live.csis.or.id/6thkascsis

youtube.com